
 Armstrong, pt 7: Wild Animals, day 1 – Conflict and Coexistence

Some key issues
• human-wildlife conflicts: predator and ‘pest’ control
• habitat fragmentation and related issues
• Introduction of exotic species (what should be done? Even inaction, here, is a form of action)
• Urban sprawl, conservation, and land-use policy (‘rewilding’ urban areas)
• The special case of charismatic megafauna
• Should we always ‘let nature take its course’? Are there cases where intervention is warranted? Required?

J. Baird Callicott, “The Philosophical Value of Wildlife”
• Utilitarian conservationism (Gifford Pinchot, T. Roosevelt) v. biocentric preservationism (John Muir)
• Valuation and the difficulties of quantifying qualitative values

o The fact/value dichotomy and the case of “wicked” environmental problems
• Why is Callicott a resolute opponent of animal liberation? (The Holstein steer and the Dall ram)
• Foundations of intrinsic value: Animal liberation [Singer], Theocentrism [Muir], Deep ecology [Leopold]
• Biophilia (E.O. Wilson), gaia, (James Lovelock) and The Last Child in the Woods (Richard Louv)

Aldo Leopold, “Game and Wildlife Conservation” (1932) [quote on 451]
• Caught between two mutually antagonistic extremes: the sportsman and the conservationist
• “I have tried to build a mechanism whereby the sportsmen and the Ammunition Industry could contribute 

financially to the solution of this problem, without dictating the answers themselves.” What are the relative 
strengths and weaknesses of this kind of policy solution?

• “The worthiness of any cause is not measured by its clean record, but by its readiness to see the blots when 
they are pointed out, and to change its mind.” (453)

Thinking Like A Mountain
• “Only the mountain has lived long enough to listen objectively to the howl of a wolf”
• “too much safety seems to yield only danger in the long run”    

The Land Ethic
• Why does Leopold open with the story of Odysseus hanging a dozen slave girls (on one rope)?
• What is “the ethical sequence”?

o Progression of ethics
 Relations between individuals
 Relations between individual and society (Golden Rule – principle of personality)
 The land ethic as the third step in a sequence

Dale Peterson, “To Eat the Laughing Animal”
• Bushmeat, animism, and fetish medicine
• Urban demand, rural demand, and the worrying prospects of demographic growth

o The collapse of supply: technology, roads and trails, ‘entrepreneurs’ (and the ‘rate of 
replenishment’)

• Public health

Ned Hettinger, “Exotic Species, Naturalisation, and Biological Nativism”
• What counts as ‘exotic’ vs. ‘native’? And what does it mean, then, to speak of “native misfits and exotic 

fits”?


